POLI 210  COMPARATIVE POLITICS  
Instructor: Can Zhao  
Dates: July 6 – August 21  
Schedule: MW 9:30-12:00  
How do political systems work in different countries around the world? Is there a better way of doing politics than the way we do it here? Why are there so many differences between how democracy works in one country compared to another? Why is there so much political conflict in some countries and not others? These are some of the many questions that drive students and scholars of comparative politics. We want to know how politics works in different countries around the world.

POLI 300A  ANCIENT & MEDIEVAL POLITICAL THOUGHT  
Instructor: Didier Zuniga  
Dates: May 11 – June 26  
Schedule: TR 13:30-16:00  
This course examines a lineage of vital political thinkers and themes linking across greater than one and a half millennia in the history of ideas and civilizations running, specifically, through the eras of ancient Greece, late antiquity, high medieval Europe, and classical Islam. The figures on whose thought we will focus—Plato, Aristotle, Saint Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, and Ibn Khaldûn—asked some of the most fundamental political questions imaginable, addressing such matters as the nature of justice, the structure and life cycle of ideal (and essentially flawed) states and societies, and the ultimate character and aims of law.

POLI 319:  NEIGHBOURS AND STRANGERS: THE U.S. AND CUBA IN THE 21ST CENTURY (ISSUES IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS)  
Instructor: Soraya Castro Mariño  
Dates: July 6 – August 21  
Schedule: TR 13:30-16:00  
This course will examine U.S. foreign policy toward Cuba since the 1898 war, providing both a case study of U.S. foreign policy, and an introduction to foreign policy as a way of understanding international relations and nationalisms. Special attention will be given to the impact of U.S. policy on the people of Cuba and on state policy in Cuba. In addition to books and articles drawn from the realm of foreign policy, law, and history, films and documentaries will help students grasp the Cuban situation today.

POLI 323  LGBTQ+ POLITICS (ISSUES IN POLITICS)  
Instructor: David Miller  
Dates: July 6 – August 21  
Schedule: TR 9:30-12:00  
Description TBA

POLI 347  DISCOURSES IN WORLD POLITICS  
Instructor: Regan Burles  
Dates: May 11–June 26  
Days: MW 13:30-16:00  
How have we come to understand and engage with “the world”? How have our political imaginations been informed by the ways in which we see, think, feel, dream and talk about our myriad worlds? This course will explore the connections and disconnections between how we know and act in the world, and ensuing political effects and possibilities. Students will be given the opportunity to engage a range of traditional and innovative approaches to understand world politics and grapple with how it is continually re-made, re-staged and re-imagined.

POLI 348  INTERNATIONAL SECURITY  
Instructor: TBA  
Dates: July 6 – August 21  
Days: MW 9:30-12:00  
This course examines the question of security in global politics. It surveys the orthodox approach to strategic studies, which focuses on state security, before turning to the field’s recent embrace of previously marginalized concepts, like gender, the environment and human security. It also traces the critique mounted by critical geopolitics, which argues that traditional understandings of geopolitics do not simply provide objective analysis, but instead construct the world in ways that enable militaristic policies.

POLI 351  PUBLIC POLICY AND ANALYSIS  
Instructor: Dr. Lynn Hancock  
Dates: May 11 – June 26  
Days: TR 17:00-19:30  
How do governments know what policies best solve different public policy problems? This course looks at a systematic approach to policy analysis that goes from problem identification, to selecting and recommending policy options, to evaluating their success or failure.
POLI 369  GENDER AND CANADIAN ELECTIONS (ISSUES IN CANADIAN POLITICS)  
Instructor: Dr. Grace Lore  
Dates: May 11 – June 26  
Schedule: TR 9:30-12:00  
Canadian elections have offered students of Canadian politics a great deal to think about over the past few decades. We will examine issues of gender, participation and representation in Canadian elections and political parties.

POLI 370  POLITICS OF SURVEILLANCE  
Instructor: Smith Odur-Marfo  
Dates: July 6 – August 21  
Schedule: MW 13:30-16:00  
In this course we will investigate the nature and ubiquity of modern surveillance. We will discuss some of the prominent theories of surveillance and debate its effects in a number of contexts—communication, travel, consumption, work and education. We will also explore the various responses—legal, regulatory, technological and socio-political.

POLI 433  POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Seminar)  
Instructor: Dr. Joseph Fletcher  
Dates: May 11 – June 26  
Schedule: MW 9:30-12:00  
Students will investigate fast and slow processes in political thinking. The focus will be on implicit versus explicit attitudes toward indigenous, immigrant and homeless populations.